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ABSTRACT 
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In order to determine the proper position of the dee edge, ion source, 

puller, and beam-defining clipper with respect to the magnet center, meaa .. 

urementa of the structure of the electric field in the surroundings of the ion 

source were made with a half-scale model in an electrolytic tank. The ac: .. 

celeration process during the llrst three revolution& was studied for different 

geometries and starting phases. by a graphical approximation method for orbit 

plotting. A more detailed study was then made to deter mille initial conditions

such as orbit-center distribution. eneriY spread. axial foeuaing, and energy 

bunching -as functions of the center geometry aa.cl stal'ting phase. By increasing 

the particle path length during the first half revolution approximately 20 deg

achieved by azimuthal cliaplacement of the source-good results were obtained. 

The ion .. start location was finally determined so a.s to bring the beam close to 

an equilibrium orbit at 10 in. radius. This wae done with an orbit code, 

modified to take account of the increased. transit time through the acceleration 

gap of emalle1· radii. Some experimental results of changes in the cyclotron 

beam quality. caused. by changes in the ion-starting conditions, are presented. 
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For efficient extraction of the beam from an isochronous cyclotron, 

a gOOd quality of the internal beam is required at the extraction radius l•-4). 

Any practical beam•ext:raction device baaed on the eleetrostatb:, magnetic, 

or regenerative principle effectively aecepU only a rathel' limited area of the 

radial ud axial pbaa• space. A b.lgh relative particle den$1ty in this phase 

space ruge is desirable. Among the parameters ,;thittil affect the particle 

distribution in the axial and radial phase apace during.the whole acceleration 

proceea, we .are to consider those which ~®¥Jl'te;J".ac.J;e the beam·focuaing forces, 

such u space -charge effects or perturbatioasr;ta the magnetic tielct. A. closer 

consideration of the starting eo~ti01ll!l o£ the ions, and a quantative evaluation 

of the eflecta ot the electric tield on the 1o~-eaergy partielea near the ion source, 

seeme especially important. It is beUeved tl1at the ra.clial and axial phase space 
be 

proper for extraction from the machine can alreaclyf defined to a cel'tain extent 

at the machine center, and can be filled with a relatively large number of 

particles by an appropriate choice of the starting eonditiona. 

Many eaperimentersz) observed phenomena on cyclotron beams that are 

related to the starting conditions or the intluence of the electric field in the 

t Work done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

tfPel·ma.nent addreao: Swies Federal Institute of Technology. Zurich. 
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center of a cyclotron. Theoretical investiga.tlona of focusing effects and phase

bunching eflecta were made by Coben5), Tinta6). Koar.aci7). Reiaer8). and 

others under eomewhat ideallaed. aaaumptlc:ma of the electric-field. configuration 

ne-.r the ion source. Theae aeaumptione allowed a clear mathematical treat

ment, and are Justified lor symmetrical geometries with two deea or dee and 

dummy-dee con.figurationa. 

The 88-inch cyclotron was designed tor a aingle dee, and, il possible, 

we waDted to eliminate a dununy clee in orcler to provide more .flexibility for 

the ion•aource position, an<l eaay access to the machiae center lor probee, etc. 

We made a etudy of the electric field configuration in the acceleration gap for 

a alngle .. dee geometry and for a dee and dUirlll).y-dee cOnfiguration. The study 

was baaed on an analog method with conductivity paper 9). &Ad investigations 

about the electric field aeometry around the loa ao\U"ce on a hali-acale model 

ill eA electrolytic taak. Phase and orblt-ceuter 'bu:Dehlng eliecta were evaluated 

for the first three particle revolution• by ualng a geometrical orbit-approximation 
10 ' method · ). The proper range of starting phases could. be estimated from nu-

merical evaluation of the electric focusing forces duriug the first six gap erose• 

inge. 

We found that ln our case a ~y dee is DOt neecled if the ion source 

can be used in combination with a puller electl'ode protrw:U.ng from the dee. 

The lack of.a dummy d.H even iacreaaee the axial focwdag properties, besides 

offering full flexibility for poeitiotd.ug of the lon aource wlth respect to the 

magnet center for dUferent magnetic field levels &Ad different charge•to-maea 

ratios of the particlea. 

In order to increase the electric axial focusing during the initial few 

revolutions in a region where no magaetic .focuiD.g could be expected, the 

path length during the ft.rat half revolution was iD.Creued by approximately 
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ZO cieg, in accordance with a proposal by Smith 11 )• The phaoe lag could be 

compensated by a magnetic field cone, lZ) which also carried the magnetic 

. .focusing out to a r.a.diuo of approximately 6 ln.. where the field flutter beeomee 

effective. 

In order to eatima.te the phase•acceptanee range of an axially and radially 

well·behaYed beam, as well ae the source-output tdficieney. the initial accel

er.ackin process between ion•eource openblg ancl pullet; electrode was studied 
. -

more carefully: From theae studies the proper eoafiguration of the puller 
. . 

electrode, ita position, and. the position of thd'.lon aource could. be de.rtved. A 

final correction waa made in order to make the moat favorable starting orbit 

coincide with an equilibrium orbit at 10 in.· magnet radius. This correction 

entailed ·deceleration computations !rom 10 in. inwarda which used the· actual 

magnetic field and an empirically derived transit-time factor for the energy 

gain at smaller radii. 

A seriea of measurements of the radial and axial beam. behavior for 

dilferent starting geometries wu made with a particles at 11.7 kCi during pre

Uminary operation of the 88-ineh cyclotron. The reeult.a show that the cyclotron 

beam quality ca~ be largely affected by the ion-aour<:e puller geometry. The 

effects observed are in general in agreement with theoretical predictions. and 

confirm the assumptions made for the evaluatioD of the beam starting conditions. 

The shape o£ the electric field ac:roes the dee gap was measured in an 

undisturbed region by applying the analog methoci with conductivity paper 9). 

Figure la shows the equipotentiallmea in a vertical cross section a-erose the 

dee gap for a single dee, and fig. lb for a dee and ctwnmy•dee con.figuratlon. 

In fig. Za comparison is made of the fall-of£ of the electric potential in both 
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cases. Figure ~b ehowe the horizontal compouute ~£the electric field strength 

tn the mecUan plane, aad fig. Zc the vertical components at a distance o£ 1/4 · 

in~ from~ m.edlan plane ... The numeric~ quaa~tles are baaed on maximum 

. ·dee voltage of 70 kV. The relatioaahipa shOwa- are vall<i beyond a dif)tance of 

about 5 in. from. a tield•p&X'tui'bing object, suc:b as the ion eouree or the puller. 

Tlle asymmetry with r••pea to the· cenUr of the acceleration a•P is obvious; 

however it is not uo dia*ct when a dummy ·c.tee is. pl'esem. 
f 

To investigate tht~ configuration ot the electric field around the aou_rce. 

a three -dimensional half•eeale model of the physical au-ucture in the center 

region was used for meaevemente in an e1ecuolyt1c tank. The equipatential 

linea were mea.s\ll'ed in a cc:mveational way at the euface ot. the electrolyte; 

this surface repreaete4 the medlanplaDe. ·The poeitl-Jf,faource and puller 

were approximated from earlier prelimlftP'y iaveatig.Uona 10). Resulte are 

shown in ft.~. 3d ·and b. The reaulta for a. proposed •lngie .. dee. atld a dee and 

dummy .. dee configuration are ahoWI:l in tip. 3b aact c. The pertlll'bation of the 

electric: fteld. ·'caused by the ion-source being at grO\Uld potential, and by the 
. - . . 

t.Woilruaion of the pullcn: beyond the 4ee,ia asymmetrical in these cases. ln 

order to ebow the relationehip between extension of the perturbation and the 

expected beam path, the 4rst half revolution of deuterone at 16.5 kG, extraeted 

with a vcltage of 70 kV • ie indicated IJ.ppro:ad.m.ately in the graphs. tt can be

demonstrated. that, with the configurations present. the assumption of uniform 

fields acrose the acceleration ·gap is cer~alnly not jutUied for the first few . 

. beam revolutions •.. The parUclea spend a large &action of the rt cycle in an 

electric field of varying dlreetlone. The ti.me-of•.tlight t~Ue:ct.llt differ a markedly 

at each gap. Especially in the caee o£ a slD,gle puller rod. aa shown ill fig. 4, 
' 

a rather strong effect of pbaae bunching, accompanied by diatortion of the radial 

beam quality. can be expected.10). (Thie effect l• e. result of the strong orbit 

orthogonal forces of the electde lield on the low-enersr ions). 
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Since good radial beam (iuality was more dealrable than a strong phaae

bunchiag eftect, the puller coDAgvation of fig. S seemed aatlalactory; all 

further iaveatigatione were concentrated on such a geometry. In thia coafig• 

uration the influence o£ the electric !leld ceaaea rathes- abruptly once the par

ticlee have paseed the puller slit. By the time the particles have passed 

thl'ough the low-electrie·fielcl region which !oUowa ~e alit, the rf phase has 

changed. Nevertheleae, the transit-time effect, resulttna in a rel-ative decrease 

of energy gain per gap cross. b.aa to be taken intO account lor the .fb:et few 

revolutioua. 

). Particle Acceleration 011 the First Turns 

· Firat inveatigatiou oi the acceleration proceaa a.Uecting the bmerm.oat 

revolutlona were made for particles with a c.harge•to-masa ratio of 1/'1., with 

the aid of a geometric orbit•approximatlon method 10). We Wted a l"ac:U.ally 

constant magnetic field of 16.!5 kO and the acceleratiDg electric field aa meas

ured in the electrolytic taak under the aeawnption of 70.kV jee volt"lioge. In 

this analog method o£ orbit cout:ructioll, the acceleration of ions ill the extended 

electric field waa simulated by a atep•by•step momentum gain for each. 30 deg 

of the rf cycle. where the r£ frequency waa taken to be equal to the cyclotron 

frequency (1)0 = 1~ X H. A rather accurate eY&luatt.on of particle location. 

pal'ticle energy, and apparellt center of motion aa a fv.actioa ot time was possible. 

By applying this method to ions with difierent starting phases -auch aa 30 deg 

leading, in phase, or 30 deg lagging-it wa·a possible to estimate the behavior 

of a11 expected beam pulse. · lte phase bulachiag, and ita energy or center bunching. 

The results over the first three revolutiont~ tor a lingle dee and a dee 

and dummy•ciee condgura.tion are shown in fig. 5. The anticipated :ra41al width 

o£ a beam pulse consisting of particles with sta.rtillg phases from +30 deg (leading) 

to .. Jo deg (lagging) is shaded in this figure. Noticeable in fig. 5 are the large 
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radf.&l extent of the beam pUlse after 1/ z + n l'evolutiona and its radial con• 

centration on the rear Side of the ion aource. as well &8 overlapping beam 

regions. Also indicated are the beam pulse a._pe and the apparent orbit 

centel"& of the particles aftel" the tblrd revolutl10ft. 

For a quaatitative evaluatin. of the two dee confis.u•ationa. one can 

compare the energy apread. the center apreact. u4 .., phue epr$ad of the 

pulse after the ion have left the region of the electric•lield pen~bation near 

the loa aource. In our case thia is approxbnately alter the third revolution. 

The values obtained for the two contlgur~ticm. are listed in table I. 

Ta~ 1 

Beam pulee p&l'a~etera afte~ third revolution 

Starting phaee Single dee Dee+ dw:nrny dee 

Energy 

Ecergy spread 

Ceater .spread 

Pha.ee contraction 

+30 d.eg(leading) 

0 deg(ln phate) 

-so deaO!asiryd 
; ...... 

r· ~·;,_ ~ ... 

• 

(60 des initial pulse width) 

395 keV 409 keV 

!61 keV S93 keY 

156 keV 301 keV 

3S8 keV 36.8 keV . T '[ 

139 keV 368 keV 

o.a in.. 0.3 in. 

=:~ 5 deg = 10 deg 

With regard to particle motion close to the medlaa plane, it cloes not seem 

necessary to provide a dummy dee in this case. Ae a eompariaoa. of the Uated 

beam pulse parameter a showa, the relativ• decrease of the energy spread. 

obtainable with a dummy dee is small. There ts even indication of a somewhat 

larger apread of orbit centers with a dummy dee present. The relative phase 

concentration ia emall in both geometries. 
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Evaluation of the electric axial focueing properties leada·.he:re to rt~ta 

in favor of a "ingle-dee geometry. This can be explained by the fact that in the 

single•dee geometry the electric axial focuaiQ& ia larger after 1/2 + n rev

olutions becauee of the asymmetry in the vertied component of the electric 

field. After each £ull revolution the pa.rticlee paaa through· a very similar 

axial field con£iguration in both cases. Tbia codguratlon is largely affected 

by· the vertical shape of the ion source and puller. 

Note that the eaantial energy gain per gap erose is diminished by the 

time-of-flight effect. For numerical orbit computationa with a 4lsStal computer, 

where one wants to idealize the acceleratio• pJ."oceaa by a •tep momelltum gain 
\ t. . ' • -

at the center of the dee gap, a transit •time factor .f(lt) for the energy aain per 

gap erose has been derived from the gr•phical orbit studies. With thla ideal-

. ization the energy gain during the Arat few sap crosalflga can be expressed 

by. I:Jte = q · f (ll) u0 cos ( (1)1- ~ ), for particles in a phase range from + 30 deg 

to -30 deg. The transit-time factor is shown in fig. 6 aa a function of radi)la. 

The asymmetry for the gap crossings south and no.rth is obvioue. 

In order to obtain information about the influence of the perturbed 

electric field on the radial beam behavior during the £1rat few revolutions, a.n 

orbit study was made for two particles With a starting angular divergence cor

responding to ::h 1/8 in. radial amplitude, as shown in fig. 7. No severe dis

tortion could be noticed. 

For closer investigation oi the electric axi&l focusing near the center, 

the dee gaps we,re considered as electrical lenses that change their optical 

coefficient of r~tion according to the time variation of the electric field. 

Particle trajeetoriea with an original vertical displacement of:!: O.l5 in. were 

computed numerically for starting phases of +30, 0, and.-30 deg. From the 

angular deviation at each gap crossing, the equivalent axial betatron frequency 
Z forr the fir at 

"ztel could be evaluated. Figure 8 shows the values of "z el 
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three revolutions, ilJi, derived in this manner. Since the electric axial focusing 

drops rather fut with increasing radius, the magnetic axial focusing has to be 

brought close to the center. In the 88-inch cyclotron the magnetic field tlutter 

becomes effective at radU larger Ulan 6 in.; therefore. it seemed feasible to 

provide axial focusing in the transition regioJl by a radially falling fl·etd. Es

sentially, it was believed that_ the axial focusing in the region out to 6 in. should 

be high because .of possible space-charge effects a~ higher beam intensities. 
. . . . 12 

Therefore, a rather steep center cone of the magnetic field was proposed ). 

This cone could simultaneously compensate for a phase lag on the order of 10 

to 20 dog-necessary !or strong electric axial focusing at the first 3 revolutions. 

In fig. 8 we also show the magnetic axial focusing term resulting from this 

field cone. In this manner a good transition in axial focusing can be obtained 

for paiticlee with phases smaller than i'S deg at the first halt revolution; the 

~pti~ conditions are obtainable for ions with a phase lag of~ ZO deg at the 

first revolution. 

4. 9~m2Utat!~~. of the, Pl;_eer Ion•Sourc~ ~~ation; 
.For proper location of the ion source and the ion puller we try to meet 

these requirements: 
. ' 

a. The source hae to be placed eo that it ejecta particles with a high 

output e£fieiency into a rf phase range, where axial eleetric focusing 

takes place at the first three revolutions. 

b. The energy spread of the beam pulse accepted by the cyclotron 

should be small compared to the initial energy gain. 
. ' 

c. The spread of orbit centers for partielea of the accepted pulse 

should not be larger than the optimal radial beam amplitude, in this 

case :J: 1/8 in. 

d. The apparent orbit center oi the beam pulse should c·oineide with 

the magnet center, once the beam reaches a symetrical elec~rie 

field configuration and a symmetrical magnetic field. 
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Sin~e the machine is also designed to accelerate heavy ions to cU.fferent energies, 

all these requirement• have to be met lor difJ'ereDt e/m, different magnetic 

field levels, and different acceleration voltagee_, 

For a prediction o£ the ion source and puller location we uaed an x·y·. 

coordinate system with the origin a.t the eouree aUt, aa indicated in fig. 9. 

The x-y system is rotated with respect to the cyclotron coordinate aystem 

x' •Y' by an angle 'V , and has a certain displacement from the magnet center 

which should be defined by the magnitudes a, b. aDd Y, the initial displacement 

of the orbit- center (fig. 9). From the equations of pal'tiele motion in the median 

plane in the x-y coordinate system 

i c ,i; {E,.(x, y) coo ( -*-+) + Y .B (x. y)} , 

Y • ,i; {Ey(x, y) coo (to*-$) • ~ B (X. y)} , 
(1) 

- ·for the initial acceleration one can derive eqa. (~). (3); and (4), assuming: 

a. The rf frequency cor.reaponda ·to the cyclotron frequency a.t the 

-cent&s::field. 

b. The particles. being accelerated from zero velocity at x, y = 0, 

pass through a uniform el;ectric .field which has no y component, 

and which ceases at the puller aUt. 

e. The magnetic field is uniform in the range of the firet hal£ revolution. 

d.. Space charge effect can be neglected !or the motion in the. median 

plane. 

(l) 
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(3) 

eZEZ { . - . 
= Sm ~~ [sinct>0cosc..t+sin(~-~0)+ ftllt co~(~~+oH 2 

+[ oill4>o•l-+ . .-eln(<'*~oli z} , 
(4) 

where 

E0 = maximum electric field strength, 

+o = starting phase (q,0 > 0 = leading, ~0 < 0 = laggiag) • 

. Considering the accuracy with which one wanta to d.eterrnlAe the loea~iqn of 

a particle x, ita initial displacement of the center of motion Y, a.~ lto initial 

energy Er at the puller slit, these assumptions aeem to be Ju•tUled. 

Under the assumption of a uniform elect~c, field, E = Uofd coe(wt-+0), 

which points into the x direction only, the apparent center o£ particle motion 

during the aceelerati~ proeese between source slit and puller slit remains on 

the y axis (fig. 9). It freezes at Y, once the particle pasee• through the puller 

slit into a field-free region at point P. J\,t this point the ion has the energy « 

and describes an arc around Y. with the radius R, which correspond& to the 

pa-rticle momentum and the magnetic field pre8ent, until the particle again 

reachea a region of acceleration. · Equatiom(S), (6), and (7) show the relationship 

for d, Y, and E in prac:tieal units. 

(5) 
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(6) 

(7) 

B18 zi&cmti!r~ maga.etic: field ol the machine center, .in ltilogauas, 

U 0 = maximwn dee voltage. in kUO}!alte, 

A = atomic weight ol particle, . 

q = number of charge units, 

T = transit •tim.e angle. 

For a given puller distance d. both the initial energy and the initial 

orbit center £or an ion at · P are functions o£ the applled voltage u0, the 

charge-to-mass ratio q/A. the starting phase 'o• and the transpired phase 

change ( wtp>, which shall be called transit phase angle T... For a given q/ A 

at a c:ertaln magnetic field aacl an eXisting geometry and voltage, Y and ·E are 

!unctions of the starting phase ~0 only, ae long aa spac:e·charge effects 

remain small. Figure 10 shows the expected .initial eruu·gy gain £ and the 

initial orbit center coordill&te Y as functions of the_ starting phase $ 0, and 

also as functions of the phase at the puller slit +p for two caaes of a diati:llct 

ion-~tcn,u-ee to puller diatance-correspond.lng to a tran8it phase angle of S>~~20 

· and. =60 deg. The relationships were computed for ca particles in a magnetic 

field of 11.7 kG. The dee-voltage u0 was 36 kVa ·'t and Yare plotted relative 

tc the maximal values £ = ?;t keV Ud Y = 3.13 em. m · · m · 

Note that in fig. 1 Oa and c both the ~~-and . Y curves are asymmetrical 

with respect to the zero starting phase. Late-starting particles obviously 

experience a larger spread in initial energy gain and in their center distribution 
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than particles starting before the electric iielcl rea~hea ita maximum. 

An ~c:eeptable beam pulse in our ease should not have a relative center 

spread. or energy spread in excess of 10 to 1Sfa Therefore one has to select 

a group of particlee starting from the souree at leadlag phaae, ae indicated in 

fig. 10 by the eectione A aad B. The range of starting phase a for a use£ul 

beam pulse shifts more towards the leading side as the distance between the 

source and puller becomes larger. t. e. , as the transit time becomes larger. 

This also means that the axial electric focuatng between ion source and puller 

becomes worse with increasing distance. 

Furthermore, since the source extraction efficiency depends on ·the 

extracting field approximately to Ute 3/Z power1'), beam intensity decreases 

rapidly with increasing c!istance between the eouzce and the puller. The ratio 

ol the expected beam intensities for our two examples are indicated by the 

shaded areas A and B in fig. lOe. It aeems very deeira.ble to bring the puller 

as close to the source ae sparking limitations will pel"mit. For axial focusing 

between· source and puller it ia neceaoary to provide adequate vertical components 

of the electric field elose to the source slit, where the particles spend a large 

fraction of the transit time. We beUeved that a combination of spae~·charge 

effects of the moving plasma bounclarles could be important for the axial 

focusing at the initial acceleration. However, at the time o! our design studies 

these effects were not explored eulliciently to make weU•based assumptions for 

a theoretical treatmeD.ti if difiicultiea, related to these phenomena, arise at 

high intensities, it is possible to experilnentally develop a «atialylng vertical 

ion-source and puller geometry uncter actual extraction conditions. 

In order to pass the selected beam pul•e into the moat favorable phase 

range in the cyclotron. for example, 20 d.eg lagging after the first halt revolution, 

one has to bring the ion source and puller arrangement farther away from the 
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dee-even, il necessary, beyond the ceilter of the acceleration gap, as indicated 

in fig. 10. There le a limit, however, since the whole conligu:rat.:lon of the 

electric field around the source changes with tbia geometry and could become 

too asymmetric •. Thia would prevent the apparent center o£ particle motion 

£rom mewing towards the magnet center durinc the next few revolutions. The 

electric !ield perturbation. created. by the eo~ce ancl puller configuration. 

together with the con.tlsuration of the magnetic .O.elc:l near the cone defines, 

in a flaal manner. the displacement ud rotation of the X. y coordinate ayatem 

with respect to the cyclotron coordinate system x' -y• • Thus the magnitudes 

a and b, &D.d the rotation angle y. in fig. 9 are deflned by the acceleration 

.farther on, whereas a, Y, and 9 
8 

are given by ·the initial acceleration between 

source and puller. and the phase requirement• lor a radially atld axially 

well·focuaed beam pulse. 

We have tried to strike a balance in tbia quite-delicate ljlterrelatlonship 

of physical masnitucles. The source-to-puller distance in the 88-ineh cyclotron 

corresponds to a transit-time phase angle of about 30 <leg. The center of the 

well-accepted beam pulse should have a phase lag of 10 c.teg at the line of 

symmetry. This means that the puller face had to come out of the dee lip even 

beyond the line of symmetry. whereas the face of the source had to be removed 
the 

frorq/puller face by ~ 0.3 in. In a first approximation the orbit behavior near 

the source wa.e calculated with the geometric approximation methods mentioned. 

above, taking into account the actual electric and magnetic field ahape out to 

~ 3 in. radius. For this calculation the rotation of the •o\U'ce was such as to 

bring the initial orbit c:eater onto the line of symmetry •. The requirement of 

starting the orbits in such a way that they would match aa equilibrium orbit at 

10 in. radius nec:esaitated more computer calculations.. In this calculation. 

particles were decelerated from 10 in. radius using a modifl.ed orbit code. 
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T11e real magnetic field_ shape aad the electric transit-time effect, as formerly 

derived and as shown tn fig. 7 were taken into a.ecoUD.t. The goal of these f.n .. · 

vestige.tions was to meet the line of symmetry ~ point P of the puller sl!t with 

the correct energy and the correct phaee lag. It was achieved after a small 

nu:mber o! itera.tiono of starting pa#ameters for the computations. A alight 
' ' 

eorrection in the rotation ol the x-y coordinate system towards smaller y was 

necessary. For u particles at 11.7 kG, and 36·kV dee voltage, the following 

magnltudes are valid: Y = 1.25 ln.. a = o.za in., b = o.z ln •• ~ = 11 deg, 

9
8 

:s ZS deg. 

In one ease the ions have tQ. pass the vr = 3/3 resonance at about 5 in. 

radius 14). However. as computer ealcW:atione show, the radial beam distortion 

is not sever·e as long as the initial am.plitude of the betatron oscillation remains 

· bn the order of ~. t).4 in. 
c. • 

Figue 11 shows the loca.tiou of the co~ponents in the cyclotron center. 

arranged for operation-with o. particles at a central isochronous field of 11.67 

kG and 36-kV dee voltage •. Thia arrangement also corresponds to deuterons at 

a central tsochronoue field of 16.5 kG and 70 .. kV dee voltage. Figure 11 indicates 

the first five revolutions of a particle centered m the be&m pulse as derived 

from computer calculations and geometric orbit plotting (dots) under the as .. 

sumption of a realistic magnetic field.. The end position o£ the probes is shown. 

5.1 ION SOURCE AND PULLim 

The whole center geometry, consisttngof ton source, puller and defining 

slit, is adjustable for different charge-to-mass ratioe o£ t_he ions, di!£erent 

ma.gnetic .field levels, and different acceleration voltages. For this purpose the 

ion source can be placed anywhere within the apace aa marked by the four end 

positions (dashed ~ircles)15• 16). ".rhe source ean be rotated 360 d.eg about its

vertieal axis. The puller ie easily ~xchangeable and can be moved over the 
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whole range of the possible ion-source locations. The lon-&ource face has a 

cutback, as indicated in f'ig. 11. for achievement of rather g~ axial focuei11g 
. . . 
at the initial acceleration between aouree and puller. The vertical height of 

the puller slit is large enough to provide a slight asymmetry e.ffect on the ver .. 

tical component of the electric fleld. Thus the panicles should experience more 

foeusina force during the first third o£ path length between source and puller than 

defocusing force during the las~ part of initial acceleration. 

Figure 1Z shows a photograph of the present puller device. It consists 

o£ a solid carbon piece. which has good rf contact with the dee. 1n order to 

provicle a. more uniform electric field in the gap a 1/8- in. taatalum rod is 

mounted at the side, where low-energy lone would tend to strike. 

For the ion source and puller, special ea.re was taken to provide 

symmetry with respect to the midplane. Even alight asymmetry of the electric 

field ln the vertical direction, especially during the initial acceleration and the 

first gap crossing certainly bad to be a.voicled. 

5.! BEAM-DEFINING SYSTEM 

In general one C&J'U'lot avoid having particles with au improper starting 

phase, and ~herefore a rather large radial and axial betatron amplitude, ac

cep~d by the cyclotron. They are accelerated to a certain energy where they 

either are last by de£ocusiQg efleets or are shifted into a 4eeelerating. phase. 

In order to keep the be a.m. clean from the beginning,· an adjustable 

beam-defining device wUl be used at a location within the dee where no further 

perturbation of the electric field would be caused (fig. 11). This device will 

permit clipping of particles with wrong phases or large radial betatron arn• 

plitudes, without interfering with the well-behaved beam. The ciefbdng alit 

coa4t#ta of two water-cooled tantalum roda which can be moVed radially either 

simultaneously or with respect to each other. Tllul! any beam orbit £rom the 
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first resolution on outward can be affected. either by passing through the 

proper sllt, or by being •craped on the outside and laeide. 

6. !3Eer~ent&!.~~!'ul~a 

During tie first period o! prelbni.nary operations with 0. particles at 

11.7 k017), it was possible to check the inil~ce of ~ea ln the starting 

condition$ oa tlle. beam quality. The deflnias aUt waa not yet usable. 

The three probes, equally spaced in aaimuth (see ~ 11), could each 
. ; ;. 

be &rranged to pick up current on three separate elec:trocleil. These el~ctrodes 

have a radial extension of l•l/2 in. aad a veJ"tical height ot 1/Z in. eaeh, and 

are mounted above one another. The probes could also be used to measure 

·beam cua-rent on a radial increment of 1/ 16 in. whUe t~e rest oi the pickup 

electrodes ln the radial cllrection were covered. by a shield. Tbua it was possible 

to deteJ'mine the beam centering, u well as the i".acUal and axial beam amplitudes, 

as functions o! the radius. 

The ion·-aource and puller were eet at theoretically predetermined posi

tions. then the radial beam curreat distribution wa.a meaa\ll'ec:i at different dee 

voltligea from Z in. on out. With the radial di!ferentia1 probes it was possible 

to resolve up to SO separate revolution&. These revolu.Uona changed. their spac ... 

ing accorcti.ng~.to changes in tbe. dee voltage. Figure 13 ie a perapect ive view 

of the center region out t'4 12; ln. radius a cunoeat dietrlbutlona aa measured on 

the dee a.rea probe and the target area probe, are shoWn here as reliefa. The 

pickup elements in this case were o£ 1/ 16-in. 'radial width and 1/Z-in. axial 

extent, centered in the mediAl\ plane. The acceleration voltage was set at a 

dee-voltage meter reading of 36 kV. The meter had been calibrated. at lower 

voltages.) 

The turn-to-turn separation la distinct out to lZ in. radius; 44separa.te 

revolutions can be noticed in this case. The average turn spacing is somewhat 

1 -....,,,_, 
t ... ,.., 
··. "'" 
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largel' than anticipated, indicating that the dee vo .. ge might actually be about 

lOo/o higher than the reading on the meter. _. 

The apparent center of motion for the first. 1 S r,Yolutions was found to 
. "; .. ,,. . 

be within. 11:0. 1 in. from the predicted loca.tiou5 The phalie aeceptuc:e of the -
. I 

beam pulse corresponds. approximately to the anticipated value -of _10 deg, aa 

the beam width at the first few re-cioluttoas lacl1catea. 

At about _5 in. radius. cloee to the "r = 3/3 reso~e. the radial 

current density drops to a miaimwnJ however. it increase& again at larger 

radii. A alig~t axial blowup was also aoticeable in thia region 17 ). During the 

acceleration from 8 to 12 in. radius, a slow diaplacement of the apparent center 

of motion takes place in this case. For the £orty ... £ourth revolution the apparent 

center o£ motion ha' shifted 0.6 in. to the northeast. T~is eff(lCt ia probably 

due to the accel.Wion oceurl"lng in a high magnetic field at the north gap ancl 

in a low magnetic field at the south gap. "r is approximately 1.01, which 

leads to a clockwise precession of the o.rbit centers. 

At larger radii the beam centering could be measured by shadow meas

urementa with all three probe"s. · The sharpness and shape of the curl'ent_ cutoff 

observed in these shadow experiment• give ihformation about: the distribution 

of the radial amplitude in the beam. Tbe relative probe positions at the cutoff 

allow us to evalUa.te ~he center displacement. _We noticed that good beam quality 

near the cyclotron center did not necesaarily lead to high radial beam q~ali~y 

at lcu-,ge"' radii. Quality of the beam was fouad to be largely d~~~t on the 

dee voltage. 

figure 14a and. b shows resulte of Miadow measurements at 22 in. radius 

for two ion-source locations, corresponding to 36• aAd SO-kV theoretical ex• 

traction voltage; the measurements were made at a dee voltage of 36 kV and 

45 kV (hleter·reading). For the lower voltage the coherent radial amplitude, 
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i.e .• center displacement, is approximately 0.3 and O.S ln. whereas the · 

radial amplitude rell'.Lai~s t.= ilk 1/8 in. for both ion-source locations. The 

higher dee voltage seems to act both times like a first harmonic on the order 

of 10 0 in both bases, displacing the beam center 1v = 1.5 in. and. increasing 

the radial amplitude to~ • 0.5 in. 

Figure 14b shows the effect on the radial beain quality at 2.7 in. radius 

of a change in the rotation of the source. The radial betatron amplitude can 

be increased from~= 1/8 in. at 'I = 11 d.eg to= • 0. 9 in. at y = ZO deg. The 

position o£ the puller remained the same for both measurements. 

The eifect ol a change in the ion-source azimuth 9
8 

(fig. 9) is indicated 

in fig.· 15. Two extreme positions were investigated. In Case A the ion-source 

aUt was set close to the· gap ~e line, .. corresponding to a 9 
8 

of - 5 de g. In 

Ca.ee B the source was moved farther away from the dee, corresponding to 

a 8
8 

of • 30 dea. The source-to-puller clbtance was kept ~e same in both 

cases -equivalent to a transit phase angle of e:z 30 de g. 

·In fig. 15a the total beam C\U'renta are 'given as a function of the radius. 

Figur«\' 1 Sb shows the currents that were picked up in an axial interval between 

1/4 and 3/4 in. above and below the median plane. Figure 15c shows the 

relative current on the upper and lower electrodes a& fWlctions of the radius. 

The total beam drops rapidly with increasing radius in both Case A and Case 

B. However, the axial focusing appears to be much better at an ion-source 

azimuth of 8 
8 
= - 30 deg than in the case of 9 

8 
= --5deg-aa is indicated in fig. 

15b:'J.dd c. At a radius of 10 in. the relative arnoW1t of beam measured on the 

pic~up electrodes above and below the median plane is larger by a factor of 

two when th~ source comes closer to the ga.p middle line. This result confirms 

that an appreciable phase lag during the flrat few revolutions contributes ef

fectively to the overall axial focusing of the beam. 
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The fast drop of the total current in Case A and Case Bin fig. lSa 

is partly related to phase lose. In the caee of 6 
8 

=. .. 5 deg we also observed 

that a relatively large fraction of the total beam-on the orde.- of ZO% -was 

spilling out radially along the hills, starting from about 5 to 6 in. radius .. 

For normal starting conditione with 9 
8 

= • 2S deg the beam current 

picked up by the upper and. lower electrodes is on the order of 10"/o and ceases 

completely after 15 to ZO in. radius. In this case the total beam current stays 

practically constant from 15 to 38 in. radius. The radially spillbig beam was, 

in the case of a particles at 11.7 kO, practically not noticeable, and. certainly 

smaller than lifo. 

Finally, an experiment should be mentione4 in which the ion source 

had been tilted accidentally by about Z to 3 deg with respect to the vertical 

axis. In this case the beam consisted of two components. one with a large 

coherent axial amplitude o£ A: 0.5 ln. ·Photographs were taken of the beam spot 

on a quartz plate which could be moved radially. .Jrigure 16 _shows a time

exposure photograph taken while the quartz probe moved from Z3.4 to 4.1 in. . . 

radius. It stopped for a few seconds at 18~8. 14.4, and lO.Z in. Separate 

beam revolutions can be noticed between 4 and 10 in. radius. The modulation . 

of the axial beam oscillation frequency at larger radii e~ be explained by 

visually comparing interference of two beam &pots having slightly different 

oscillation frequencies. This ie the case when the two beam components have 

a different phase relationship in the cyclotron. These results show clearly 

that, for good beam quality, the vertical alignment of the components in the 

machine center is also of great importance. 

We believe that the experimental results mentioned here and observed 

~ other occasions 17) indicate that our asaum.ptiona for the layout studies of 

the cyclotron center region are justified, at least for smaller beam intensities. 

With the geometry and parameters presen\ o. beams on the order of 50 to lOOf.'A 

have been obtainable. 
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FIGUR.E CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Equipotential lines ia a vertical cross section. 

(a) With a single dee. 

(b) With a dee and a dummy dee. 

UCRL-10071 

(The aumbers near the equipotential lines indicate percent of dee voltage.) 

Fig. a. Potential and electric ileld across the acceleration gap, with and . 

without a dummy dee. 

(a) Electric potential in the median plane. 

(b) Horizontal component of the electric £ield. ill the meclian plane: 

70-kV dee voltage. 

(c) Vertical component ot' the electric field 0.25 ia. above and. below 

the median plane; 70 kV dee voltage. 

Fig. 3. Equipotential lines in the median plane near the eource and puller, 

as measured in the electrolytic tank. 

(a) Sketch of the puller. 

(b) Single·dee geometry. 

(c) Dee and dummy-dee geometry. 

(The numbers near the equipotential lines indicate percent ol dee voltage.) 

Fig. 4. Equipotential lines in the median plane, as measured in the electrolytic 

tank for a single dee and a puller post. (The awnbers near the equipotential 

lines indicate percent of dee voltage.) 

Fig. s. Geometric orbit atudy for (a) a single dee and (b) a dee and dummy-dee 

configuration 

·Procedure for orbit plotting: 

Step-by-step momentum gain each 30 deg. 
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Baeie parameters: 

Magnetic field H = const = 16.5 kG · 
. . A . 

Mas a to charge ratio q = 2 (l!:wuterona) 

Frequency w = (11)0 = 1~.7 Me/sec 

Dee voltage U0= 70 kV 

(The apparent centers of motion after the third. revolution are marked. The 

numbers at both ends of the equipotentialliDes indicate percent of dee voltage. ) 

Fig. 6. Tr&IUiit-time factor !or idealised-step acceleration at the center of the 

ga.p. ae derived from the geometric orbit study. 

Fig. 7. Oeometdc: orbit atudy for particles with an initial divergence cor• 

responding to~ l/8 hl. radial amplltude for a. aingle•dee configuration. Basic 

parameters and procedures aa in Fig. S. (The num.bers at both ends of the 

equipotential linea indicate percent of dee voltage. ) 

Fig. 8. ·Electric and magnetic axial focusing terms for a single-dee configuration. 
z . . . 

Values for "z el are derived from numerical integration of the beam traJectories 

through the first three revolutions. The curve of v ... 2 . corresponds to the • mag · 

field shape used for a. particles at 11.67 kG. 

Fig. 9. Schematic of the ion starting conditions. 

Fig. lOa, b. c, d. Relative initial energy gain aad initial c·oordinates of the 

eenter_ of motion as. functions of the starting phase and the phaee at the puller 

slit. 

e. Areas A and B are indicative of the ·intenaity in a beam pulse of 

an initial center spread o! leas than 1/16 in. 

f. Relationship of startbig trajectories £or particle$ with maximum 

energy gain (Rm) and particles starting in phase (R0 ). 
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Caae A: Tranait•time angle .,.0 = ao deg [for the particles stuting in 

phase <+o = 0 d.eg)J. 

Case B: Tranatt .. time angle ,.0 = 40 d.eg (for the panicles starting in 

phase). 

Parameters: CL particles, 

B = 11.67 kCi, 

u
0

:: S6 kV. 

Fig. 11. Schematic drawing of the center geometry in the cycl~on. 

Shown are a proposal position for the clefiDing alit, together with' possible 

position changes o£ one tantalum bar with respect to the other. 

Fig. tz. The puller lac:e as seen !rom the ion. source. (Tlie vertical free 

space within the puller ia 1/2 in.) 

Fig. 13. Perspective view of the center region out to U. in. radius, with 
. . 

· first four computed revolutions and reliefs of the o. .. beam current distribution 

as measured v.t th the dee area probe Qeft). ancl de4ector area probe (right). 

The predicted (0) and apparent (x) centers of motion lor the second and 

forty-fourth revolutions are shown. 

Parameters: 

BOis = 11.67 kG, 

f = 8.98 Me/sec, 

U0 = 36 kV. 
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Fig. 14. Radial ahadow meaauremente at ZZ· and 2.7-ln. probe racliua for 

different starting conditions. 

(a.) Ion-source position for u
0 

= 36 kV; 4ee voltage 36 kV an4 45kV 

(meter values). 

(b) Ion-source position for u0 = 50 kV; dee voltage 36 kV and 45 kV 

(meter values). 

(c) Ion-source position for u0 = 36 kV; dee voltage 36 kV (meter values). 

· Source rotation angle y = 11 and ZO deg. 

Fig. 1 S. Total and axial beam distribution fo'l' two a.almuthal values of 8 
8 

that were deliberately set so aa to .dtrriate from the theoretical. 

Case A: Ion source and puller moved azimuthally towar<la center of 

gap, 9 
8 

= .. 5 de g. Case B: · Ion source moved azimuthally to where 

e. = .. 30 deg. 

(a) Total current vs radius. 

(b) Current on upper and lower pickup electrode (1/4 ln. -!! 1z ~~ 3/4 in.). 

(c) Relative curZ'eat oa upper awllowea- electro <tee. 

Fig. 16. Beam pattern shown by a quam probe 1/16 by 15/8 by"15/8 in .• 

· moved from 2.3.4 to 4.1 in. radius ancl stopped at 18.8, 14.4, and 10.2 in. 

radius. 

(Beam eurrent about 5 ...,AJ ion source. tilted from vertical axis by approx 3 de g. ) 
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